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SHOGHI celebrates 20th Anniversary

Shoghi Communications Ltd. reached a milestone this August, celebrating 20 years of
successful business. To celebrate, Shoghi gathered all its employees to Nehru Place SOCIAL,
for Indo-Western style get together.

The history of Shoghi began on the 3rd of august 1998 with few people to initiate its journey
in a small village called Shoghi near Shimla, HP. What today would be known as a ‘start-up’,
has developed, twenty years later, into a recognized entity in the fields of Strategic Defence
Electronic solutions with a spread over 70 countries worldwide, with dedicated (technical
& consultancy) team members supporting the customers. SHOGHI, a global leader in
Strategic electronic defense technologies, products and systems, celebrates its glorious 20th
Anniversary.
Director’s Speech: We celebrate this 20th year anniversary with our passion for annihilation
and entrepreneurship. We are proud of our success, which we owe to those who have
placed their trust in us – our clients, employees, shareholders and partners for their
exceptional support, the likes of which are hard to find.
In the minds of Shoghi, is the vision: that technology is nothing without the people behind
it. To inscribe the next phase of our story, SHOGHI shall continue to transform, innovate
and take risks with that same desire and determination shown by all those who have made
Shoghi what it is today.
Living the dream since 1998
Shoghi has been Living the dream right from the beginning, to develop Integrated Electronic
Defense technologies, products and systems, and support the Defence & Government
agencies with disruptive technological and business changes head-on.
Shoghi had implemented a unique business model where Trainings have been given the
most importance for the clients to become independent in using the solutions, provided by
us. In the early 2000’s, Shoghi started Designing Indigenous Encryption Devices, in view of
the future role these products would play. Within a short span of time, Shoghi was awarded
with the Country wide Satcom Encryption Project for Indian Paramilitary forces and Indian
Defence Radio Relays.
Shoghi is recognized worldwide for its exemplary ethical framework and owes its forwardthinking ethos primarily to the extraordinary professional and ethical conduct that has formed
the cornerstones of the Shoghi’s culture: honesty, trust, integrity, team spirit and high
standards.

The breadth and scope of its integrated services mean that Shoghi is on the frontline of
new technologies that are evolving rapidly and changing the responsiveness in
Communication Intelligence and Information Processing Systems, Jamming Systems for
Radio Operated IED, Signal Processing and Data Acquisition Systems, High Resolution
Processed Satellite Imagery, Military Grade Encryption, Network Security Systems,
Integrated Logistics and Support Services.
Global innovation marks a memorable anniversary year

Shoghi kicked off its 20th Anniversary with the development of Artificial Intelligence based
Voice Print and Text analysis tools for Big Data Analytics and Integrated Multiple
Intelligence sensors into Command and Control Post with End to End link encryption for
secure intercepted data transfer. Also, in 2016, Shoghi had introduced Wideband Passive
Interception of GSM traffic, Implemented Passive HTTPS Traffic Interception and Decoding,
3G interception Module along with Intelligent Prison Jamming system with White/Black List
installed.
About Shoghi
With presence in more than 70 countries, Shoghi celebrates its 20 years in 2018.
Amongst global leaders in integrated defence solutions, Shoghi creates and delivers
strategic technology and solutions that fit the needs of the customers, enabling them to
achieve innovation, competitiveness and a secure Nation.
Learn more about us at www.shoghicom.com

